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Regular activities

Produce and disseminate European statistics on transport based on five legal acts and voluntary data collections

**Regulated statistics**
- Road freight transport
- Air transport
- Maritime transport
- Rail transport
- Inland waterway transport

**Voluntary collections**
- Regional statistics
- Common Questionnaire
- Safety statistics
Statistical development projects

- Modal split indicators
- Passenger mobility
- IWW – passengers and accidents
- Light utility vehicles
- Foreign rail operators
Modernisation of the IT for statistical production

- New transmission format
- New database system
- Improved data validation
- Re-structured dissemination database

Impact to your work on the Common Questionnaire
Publications related to transport

Energy, transport and environment indicators

Regional Yearbook
Publications related to transport

Statistics Explained articles

News Items
Transport statistics in the pandemic context

The impact of the pandemic on transport

• Need for more timely data to evaluate the impact and the recovery

• European Statistical Recovery Dashboard
COVID-19 relevant publications
Working Groups

2020

• Light utility vehicles TF - 2/5
• Road freight WG - 3/5
• Maritime WG - 28-29/9

2021

• Air transport WG - 4/3
• Coordinating Group for Statistics on Transport - 13/4
• Light utility vehicles TF - 8/6
• Inland waterways WG - 21/10
• Light utility vehicles TF – continuous informal meetings
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